
2. Select one of the songs from the article above. The songs are listed below and include a link to the lyrics. Listen to the VOA article again and read the lyrics as you listen to the song.

   - “September Song” (Kurt Weill) – Sinatra video version (includes lyrics) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wte1uk4A5eU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wte1uk4A5eU); lyrics only [http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/September-Song-lyrics-Frank-Sinatra/12DE3AC0928BCEC44825691F000DFD07](http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/September-Song-lyrics-Frank-Sinatra/12DE3AC0928BCEC44825691F000DFD07)
   - "Wake Me Up When September Ends" (by the band Green Day) [http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/Wake-me-up-when-September-ends-lyrics-Green-Day/0B3A30F9FBB87CA148256EC90007F08A](http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/Wake-me-up-when-September-ends-lyrics-Green-Day/0B3A30F9FBB87CA148256EC90007F08A)
   - "Dead Leaves and the Dirty Ground" (The White Stripes) [http://www.sing365.com/music/Lyric.nsf/Dead-Leaves-And-The-Dirty-Ground-lyrics-The-White-Stripes/5233E1A3D18B6EBA48256BA3002D8750](http://www.sing365.com/music/Lyric.nsf/Dead-Leaves-And-The-Dirty-Ground-lyrics-The-White-Stripes/5233E1A3D18B6EBA48256BA3002D8750)
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   - Why did you select the song?
   - What does the song say to you?